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Geometries of Binary Constant Weight Codes

J. A. O. Ekberg

Master Thesis
Department of Mathematics, Karlstad University

February 2006

Abstract

This thesis shows how certain classes of binary constant weight codes
can be represented geometrically using linear structures in Euclidean
space. The geometric treatment is concerned mostly with codes with
minimum distance 2(w−1), that is, where any two codewords coincide
in at most one entry; an algebraic generalization of parts of the theory
also applies to some codes without this property. The presented theo-
rems lead to a total of 18 improvements of the table of lower bounds on
A(n, d, w) maintained by E. M. Rains and N. J. A. Sloane. Additional
improvements have been made by finding new lexicographic codes.
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1 Introduction

In this thesis, we will discuss a way of using geometric representations of
codes to establish new lower bounds on binary constant weight codes, es-
pecially those with minimum non-trivial weight, but also some codes with
larger weight. Obviously, the thesis has its starting point in the tables of
lower bounds published in the IEEE Transactions of Information Theory
([1]) and on the Internet ([5]) by N. J. A. Sloane et al., and the work would
not have been possible without these.

The basic idea of the thesis is due to my supervisor, Igor Gachkov (re-
cently appointed Associate Professor at the Department of Mathematics,
Karlstad University), and some of the theorems and bounds can actually be
found in a previous work of his, which has not been published. These are
marked with a reference to the unpublished article manuscript [2].

A number of new lexicographic codes of length 29, 30, and 31 are also
included, although essentially outside the scope of this work, because they
lead to a further lower bound using methods derived from the geometric
arguments.

The thesis was typeset using MikTEX. The images were rendered with an
application I wrote using Borland Delphi, creating EPS output. I have also
written two simple coding-theory utilities, one to compute Johnson bounds
and one to construct lexicodes; the Pascal source codes to these are enclosed
as appendix A.
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2 Preliminaries

The reader of this thesis is assumed to have basic understanding of abstract
and linear algebra, as well as real analysis and elementary combinatorics. In
addition to this, a number of concepts and results from coding theory will
be useful, and these will be given in this section. The reader who is familiar
already with constant weight codes, bounds on codes, and designs may well
skip ahead to the next section, warned of course that notation may differ
between this text and others. Mainly, my notation follows [1].

The discussion of codes will be carried out largely from a mathematical
point of view. This is not the place to establish the numerous applications
to the theory. The background given in this section will be brief and more
of a referential nature; the interested reader is of course directed to any of
the many standard works on the matter.

2.1 Binary block codes

Consider Z2, the set {0, 1} with modulo operations. This is of course a
finite field. In the following, we will call this field B, the binary alphabet.
Next, consider the vector space Bn over B for any fixed n ≥ 2. We call
the vectors words of length n over the alphabet B. The Hamming weight
(or just weight) of a word, wt(v), is the number of non-zero entries in the
vector – or, in the binary case, simply the Euclidean norm of the vector.
The Hamming distance (or just distance) between two words, d(u,v), is the
number of components where u and v differ, or wt(u− v), or equivalently,
in the binary case, wt(u + v).

Any subset C ⊆ Bn is a binary block code of length n. If |C| = M and

min
u,v∈C
u6=v

d(u,v) = d,

that is, d is the minimum distance of C, we shall refer to C as an (n,M, d)
code. (Following the notation of [3], we use normal brackets with code size
M , and reserve square brackets for use with the dimension m of a linear code
– which, however, does not come into play in this thesis.) The elements of
a block code are called codewords. Now, this code can be used to transmit
binary-coded information so that errors can be detected and/or corrected.
It is easily seen (see [3], p. 26) that to be able to simultaneously correct up
to r errors and detect up to s errors in an arbitrary received word, the code
needs d ≥ 2r + s + 1.

The information rate of a binary block code of length n and size M is
defined as log2(M)/n, that is, the share of the information channel that is
used for transmitting actual information. The rest is redundancy used to
detect and correct errors.
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2.2 Binary constant weight codes and their bounds

For a given w < n, we can create the set S(n,w) = {v ∈ Bn : wt(v) = w}.
As a subset of Bn, this set is a binary block code of length n, and because
all codewords have equal weight, we call S(n,w) a constant weight code. We
will abbreviate “binary constant weight code” as BCWC. It is clear that no
two codewords in S(n,w) have Hamming distance 1, because then one would
have even weight and the other odd weight. So the minimum distance of the
code is 2, which by the argument just mentioned only gives the possibility
to detect a single error per codeword, and not correct any errors at all, and
so it would only be meaningful in contexts where it is possible to resend
information.

If a code is to be more useful, it will need a larger minimum distance.
Therefore we will be concerned with subsets C ⊂ S(n,w) that have a certain
minimum distance d. In particular, we are interested in finding a C with the
given parameters that has as many codewords as possible. This maximal
cardinality is denoted by A(n, d, w). In other words, an optimal constant
weight code is an (n, A(n, d, w), d) block code. An extensive table of lower
bounds on A(n, d, w) for n ≤ 28 and d ≤ 18 was published in [1] along
with explicit constructions for most of the codes providing the bounds. The
publishing of lower bounds and codes is continued online ([5]).

A number of conclusions can be made about the numbers A(n, d, w),
reducing the amount of computation needed to find them. We put these
together in a theorem.

Theorem 2.1 (Trivial values)

1. A(n, 2k − 1, w) = A(n, 2k, w).

2. A(n, d, w) = A(n, d, n− w).

3. If d > 2w, then A(n, d, w) = 1.

4. A(n, 2w, w) =
⌊

n
w

⌋
.

5. A(n, 2, w) =
(

n
w

)
.

Proof The propositions are on the verge of the very trivial.

1. Any two codewords have a number of ones in common, say i, which
means that they will differ in the w−i ones of each codeword not shared
by the other. In total, the distance between the two codewords is 2(w−
i), so all distances are even. If a code has minimum distance 2k − 1,
then all codewords must have distance at least 2k, the smallest even
number greater than 2k − 1, and so it in fact has minimum distance
2k. This means that it suffices to study even values of d.
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2. Found by inverting the bits of all codewords.

3. The largest possible distance between codewords is 2w, that is if they
have no ones in common at all. Above that, there can be no distances
and so only one codeword.

4. Here we have to provide w unique positions for the ones of each code-
word, which gives the stated expression.

5. In this case, we have already seen that the entire set S(n, w) of the
previous section fulfills the requirements, and of course this set has(n
w

)
elements. Since every other code is a subset of this code, it must

be maximal.

In general, we cannot directly use these findings, but the next theorem
helps us to narrow a general case down to a trivial one. In doing so, we
cannot retain equality all the way, so what we will indeed find is an upper
bound on A(n, d, w).

Theorem 2.2 (The first Johnson bound) For all n, d and w,

A(n, d, w) ≤
⌊

n

w
A(n− 1, d, w − 1)

⌋
and

A(n, d, w) ≤
⌊

n

n− w
A(n− 1, d, w)

⌋
.

Proof See [4], p. 527.

The idea of the first Johnson bound is to repeatedly apply any of the
inequalities until the parameters involved are such that the value of A can
be derived from theorem 2.1. Thus, we have obtained an upper bound,
A(n, d, w) ≤ J1(n, d, w). Indeed, this bound is tight, i.e., A(n, d, w) =
J1(n, d, w), in a large number of cases, especially when n is large in com-
parison to d and w. Therefore, it sets a good goal in the search for optimal
codes.

Theorem 2.3 (The second Johnson bound) There can be a code with
parameters n, d and w and size M only if

(n− b)a(a− 1) + ba(a + 1) ≤
(

w −
⌈
d

2

⌉)
M(M − 1)

holds, where a and b are the unique integers such that wM = an + b and
0 ≤ b < n.

Proof See [4], p. 526.
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Then the second Johnson bound J2(n, d, w) is defined to be the largest
M such that the inequality holds. (It is possible that the inequality holds
for all M , in which case we say J2(n, d, w) = ∞.) When n is relatively small
in comparison to d and w, this bound is often better than the first. In the
context of this thesis, we shall have great use for it.

2.3 Designs

The theory of constant weight codes is closely connected to that of designs
and Steiner systems. A design consists of a set X (whose elements we will
call points) and a collection B of subsets of X (which we will call blocks).

A t− (v, k, λ) design is a design with |X| = v, S ∈ B ⇒ |S| = k, and any
t distinct points in X sharing exactly λ blocks. A Steiner system S(t, k, v)
is a special case of this, being a t− (v, k, 1) design.

An (r, λ) design is a design where each point belongs to exactly r blocks
and each pair of points belong to exactly λ blocks.
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3 Simple geometric constructions

The principal idea of this thesis is that any subset of Bn can be visualized as
a geometric structure of n nodes (numbered for convenience 1, 2, . . . , n), and
a number of curves or shapes that pass through some of these nodes. A curve
or shape passing through nodes k1, k2, . . . , kw (and no other) corresponds to
the vector with ones in the k1th, the k2th, . . . , the kwth entries and zeroes
in the others.

Example In the plane, three intersecting circles are drawn, and the six
intersections are numbered as in figure 1. Now, the leftmost circle passes
through nodes 1, 3, 4 and 5, and so it corresponds to the vector (1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0).

Note that in the example, all circles pass through exactly four nodes,
that is, their weight is 4, so the geometry corresponds to a subset of Bn

that is a constant weight code. While this will not generally be the case, it
should come as no surprise seeing the symmetry in this specific example.

Of course, any curve or shape in Rt can be represented as a function
f : Rt → R such that f(v) = 0 holds for exactly the points belonging to
the curve or shape. These representations are not unique (indeed, there are
infinitely many), but they allow us to represent any binary block code in an
analytic manner based on the geometric idea just presented.

1

2 3

4

5 6

Figure 1: Three circles in the plane can intersect at a total of six points.
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Definition For a given t ≥ 2, the structure of n points v1,v2, . . . ,vn ∈
Rt and M functions from Rt to R, f1, f2, . . . , fM is called a functional
representation of the code C = {w1,w2, . . . ,wM} ⊆ Bn such that wi has
a one in the kth entry if and only if fi(vk) = 0.

The main goal of the thesis is to look at some ways to visualize BCWCs
as structures in a Euclidean space, with the codewords represented by linear
equations and the individual bits represented by intersections between them
(nodes). In this approach we will differentiate between simple and non-
simple constructions. In the simple constructions, we require that the nodes
are simple, i.e., they are not the intersection of any more equations than
necessary. This makes the structure equivalent to a t − (v, k, λ) design,
with the linear equations representing points and the nodes representing
blocks. Since these designs have already been studied thoroughly, we cannot
expect to find anything very original with this method, but it is essential
for understanding the non-simple constructions.

3.1 A web of lines in the plane

In two dimensions, the codewords will be represented by lines in the plane.
Of course, we need the lines to be non-parallel to get intersections. For the
time being, we also demand that the intersections are simple. That gives us
two conditions:

1. No two lines must be parallel.

2. No three lines must intersect at a single point.

The possibility of such a construction, with arbitrarily many lines, should
be fairly obvious, but we will give an explicit method in short. Let us
first, however, discuss the properties of the structure. First, it is clearly a
2 − (v, 2, 1) design (with lines as points and nodes as blocks), or in other
words a balanced Steiner system S(2, 2, v), where v is the number of lines,
and therefore the size of the code.

Let us compute the parameters n, d, and w. n is the total number of
nodes, which is readily computed.

n =

(
v

2

)
=

v(v − 1)
2

.

We may number the nodes 1, . . . , n. As before, a codeword has a one in
the ith bit if and only if the corresponding line passes through node i. w
is the number of ones in each codeword, that is, the number of nodes on
each line. As every line intersects every other line exactly once, w = v − 1.
Finally, d is simply 2(w − 1) = 2(v − 2) because any two lines intersect in
exactly one point, that is, any two codewords have a single one in common
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and differ in the other w− 1 ones of each of them. In fact, the code we have
thus constructed is optimal, which the following theorem states.

Theorem 3.1 ([2]) For all v ≥ 3,

A

(
v(v − 1)

2
, 2(v − 2), v − 1

)
= v.

Proof We have already established v as a lower bound, so all that remains
is to prove that it is also an upper bound. We will use the second Johnson
bound to prove that there cannot be a code with M = v + 1, so let us write
wM = (v − 1)(v + 1) = v(v − 1) + (v − 1) = 2n + (v − 1), giving a = 2 and
b = v − 1. Then the equality becomes

(
v(v − 1)

2
− (v − 1)

)
· 2 + (v − 1) · 2 · 3 ≤ ((v − 1)− (v − 2))(v + 1)v

⇔ (v − 1)(v + 4) ≤ v(v + 1)
⇔ v2 + 3v − 4 ≤ v2 + v

⇔ 2v ≤ 4,

which does not hold for v ≥ 3. So there can be no codes larger than v.

Now on to the promised explicit construction, which is very simple in-
deed. Let us start with an orthogonal xy-system in R2. All intersections
will be within the square 0 ≤ x, y ≤ v − 2, so we will only draw this sec-
tion. Now for every nonnegative integer pair (i, j) such that i + j = v − 1,
draw the line between (i, 0) and (0, j). Of course, the only such pairs are
(0, v − 1), (1, v − 2), . . . , (v − 1, 0), so we will have drawn a total of v lines.

It is easy to give a funcional representation of this code. The line through
(i, 0) and (0, v − 1 − i) is represented by the equation (v − 1 − i)x + iy −
i(v− 1− i) = 0, so let us choose the left-hand side of these equations as our
functions fi. For each pair of functions fi, fj we will then solve the equation
system

{
fi(x, y) = 0
fj(x, y) = 0

(having one solution) and use the solutions of all these systems as our points
vk.

Obviously, in this construction no two lines are parallel. The proof of the
second condition is also straightforward, although demanding a little more
computation. Suppose that α 6= β so that the lines through (α, 0) and (β, 0)
intersect at a point. Using the functional representation above we simply
solve the linear equation system to get
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Figure 2: An example of how an arbitrary number of lines can be drawn in a structure
corresponding to an optimal BCWC with d = 2(w − 1).

x =
αβ

v − 1
and

y =
v2 − αv − βv − 2v + αβ + α + β + 1

v − 1
.

Now, for the line through (γ, 0) to also pass through this point, we insert x
and y into its equation. Simplification then yields (α− γ)(β − γ) = 0, that
is, either α = γ or β = γ, so the third line is identical to one of the previous
two. Thus, no three lines can intersect at one point.

The construction for v = 7, giving rise to a code A(21, 10, 6) = 7, is
shown in figure 2.

3.2 Three dimensions and beyond

The differences when adapting the above reasoning to a three-dimensional
Euclidean space are that the codewords are represented by planes instead of
lines, that every simple node is the intersection of three codewords (planes)
instead of two, and that any two planes intersect in a line of several nodes.
As we are still concerned with only simple nodes, we have the following new
versions of our basic conditions:
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1. No three planes must be linearly dependent.

2. No four planes must intersect at a single point.

Still, it is clearly possible to construct such a structure, although it is
not as easy to visualize it as the two-dimensional case. It should be noted
that the obvious generalization of the previous method, that is, drawing
the plane through (i, 0, 0), (0, j, 0) and (0, 0, k) for all positive integer triples
(i, j, k) such that i+j+k equals some constant, does not work because some
nodes will have four or more planes going through them. It is possible to
tweak the idea a bit to provide a general method, but we will not go into
the details here.

However, it should be interesting to look at the properties of the code
with v planes. It is still a Steiner system, S(3, 3, v) (with planes as points
and nodes as blocks). The number of nodes is, of course, the number of
intersections between three planes, that is,

n =

(
v

3

)
=

v(v − 1)(v − 2)
6

.

w is the number of nodes on each plane, that is, the number of intersections
with every other pair of planes, so

w =

(
v − 1

2

)
=

(v − 1)(v − 2)
2

.

Two planes intersect in a line consisting of all intersections with every other
plane, that is, v − 2 nodes. Hence, we must have

d = 2(w − (v − 2)) = 2
(

(v − 1)(v − 2)
2

− v + 2
)

= (v − 2)(v − 3),

giving us a new theorem:

Theorem 3.2 For all v ≥ 4,

A

(
v(v − 1)(v − 2)

6
, (v − 2)(v − 3),

(v − 1)(v − 2)
2

)
≥ v.

The first non-trivial codes are A(10, 6, 6) = 5 and A(20, 12, 10) = 6, both
optimal by the second Johnson bound. The first code is of course equivalent
by bit-inversion to the simple two-dimensional code A(10, 6, 4) = 5, and the
second can be obtained from doubling A(10, 6, 5) = 6.

Of course, the notion can be extended to arbitrary dimension t, the
codewords being represented by (t − 1)-dimensional hyperplanes and the
nodes being the intersections of t such hyperplanes. This leads to another
theorem that is a generalization of the two theorems given so far.
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Theorem 3.3 For all t ≥ 2 and v ≥ t + 1,

A

((
v

t

)
, 2

(
v − 2
t− 2

) (
v − 1
t− 1

− 1
)

,

(
v − 1
t− 1

))
≥ v.

We will continue to obtain Steiner systems S(t, t, v). However, we don’t
get much new from this theorem. For v = t + 2, the only case where d
is kept below 20, we get codes that are just bit-inverted versions of simple
two-dimensional codes.
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4 Non-simple geometric constructions

The problem, of course, with the simple constructions discussed so far is
that they are very uneconomic. While the A(21, 10, 6) = 7 code of figure 2,
for example, is optimal in the sense that no code can be larger and still have
the same error-correcting capacity, in reality this capacity is hardly needed,
and the information rate of, in this example,

log27
21

≈ 0.13,

is so low that there will be no practical uses for the code.
The reason for this uneconomy is of course that because only two code-

words may coincide in every position, the length of the code must be largely
increased for each added codeword. To get a more economic code, we need
to reuse intersections. The problem of doing this while maintaining the
constant weight criterion is a much more difficult, and interesting, problem
than those solved in the previous section.

4.1 A new web of lines

Let us start with any two-dimensional simple linear structure, such as the
ones exhibited in section 3.1. We shall refer to this code as A(n, d, w) ≥ v,
v being the number of lines, as earlier. Now we will replace every single
line of the structure with a cluster of µ ≥ 3 lines intersecting at one single
point, that was not previously a node. We will draw the lines with similar
slopes, so that it is obvious which lines belong to each cluster. It is of
course essential that the slopes do not differ so much that lines will become
parallel; the continuous nature of the reals provides for a neverending supply
of slopes, so this is not a problem. This construction gives us a new code
which still has constant weight, although it is of course no longer simple.
The parameters of this new code are:





n′ = µ2n + v
d′ = 2µw
w′ = µw + 1
v′ = µv,

giving us, with no further proofs needed, a new theorem. We will accept
the case v = 2 as well, for although the simple structure, two non-parallel
lines, can hardly be called a code because the lines correspond to the same
codeword (1), it will actually give rise to meaningful codes in this section.

Theorem 4.1 ([2]) For all v ≥ 2 and µ ≥ 3,

A

(
v

(
µ2(v − 1)

2
+ 1

)
, 2µ(v − 1), µ(v − 1) + 1

)
≥ µv.
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Figure 3: An illustration of the code A(30,12,7) = 9.

Corollary When µ = 3, and also when µ = 4 provided that v ≥ 3, this
bound is tight because µv is also the upper bound J2. In other words,

A

(
v

2
(9v − 7), 6(v − 1), 3v − 2

)
= 3v and

A

(
v(8v − 7), 8(v − 1), 4v − 3

)
= 4v.

As a first example, let us start with the simple code A(3, 2, 2) = 3, which
is simply a triangle, three lines intersecting at a total of three nodes. The
process, with µ = 3, means replacing every line with a cluster of three lines,
as shown in figure 3. We get a new code with A(30, 12, 7) = 9.

Starting with the same code A(3, 2, 2) = 3 but with µ = 4, we get
A(51, 16, 9) = 12. Starting with A(6, 4, 3) = 4 and using µ = 3, we get
A(58, 18, 10) = 12. Starting with the trivial structure of only two lines, we
can use µ = 3, 4, 5 to get A(11, 6, 4) ≥ 6, A(18, 8, 5) ≥ 8, and A(27, 10, 6) ≥
10. These are not new and only the first is optimal, but they will be useful
after establishing our next theorem.

The structure of this modified code is no longer a Steiner system, because
all blocks (nodes) do not have the same number of points (lines). It is an
(r, λ) design, however, as each point (line) belongs to w′ blocks (nodes) and
any two points (lines) belong to 2w′ − 1 blocks (nodes).

14



We can amend yet a little to our codes, namely a number of lines, not
parallel to any previous lines but all parallel to each other. Now, this number
cannot be chosen arbitrarily. If we add ∆ lines, the weight of any new line
will be µv, and the weight of any old line will be µ(v − 1) + 1 + ∆. These
need to be equal, giving ∆ = µ − 1. So let us add a set of µ − 1 parallel
lines. This gives us:

Theorem 4.2 ([2]) For all v ≥ 2 and µ ≥ 3,

A

(
v

(
µ

(
µ(v + 1)

2
− 1

)
+ 1

)
, 2(µv − 1), µv

)
≥ µ(v + 1)− 1.

From the A(30, 12, 7) = 9 code above, this method gives us a new
A(48, 16, 9) = 11 code (optimal by the second Johnson bound). From the
two-line-based A(11, 6, 4) = 6 code we get an A(23, 10, 6) = 8 code (optimal
by the second Johnson bound), from the A(18, 8, 5) ≥ 8 code we get a new
A(42, 14, 8) ≥ 11 code, and from the A(27, 10, 6) ≥ 10 code we get a new
A(67, 18, 10) ≥ 14 code.

Note that the modification of the code led to the size of the old code
becoming the weight of the new one. Indeed, nothing prevents us from
adding a new set of µ − 1 parallel lines again to get the same effect once
more. If we start with the A(23, 10, 6) = 8 code, this procedure leaves us
with an A(39, 14, 8) ≥ 10 code (see figure 4). Applying the same method
yet another time gives us an A(59, 18, 10) ≥ 12 code. Both these codes can
be proven optimal using the second Johnson bound.

We give all codewords of the code in figure 4 just to give the reader
the notion of how this may be done in the general case, which should also
help understanding the proof of our next theorem. The first two nodes
are the three-line intersections. The next nine nodes are the intersections
between the six original lines. If we cut the code here, we have the original
A(11, 6, 4) = 6 code, but we will continue. The next twelve nodes are the
intersections between the six lines and one set of parallel lines. Again, we
can cut the code here to see the codewords of the A(23, 10, 6) = 8 code. To
get the full code, we must add yet another twelve nodes for the intersections
with the next set of parallel lines, plus the last four nodes seen in the middle
of figure 4. Then we have the six original lines as:

15



Figure 4: To the A(11, 6, 4) = 6 code of two three-line clusters, we have added two sets
of parallel lines. The result is a code giving A(39, 14, 8) = 10.

10 111000000 110000000000 110000000000 0000
10 000111000 001100000000 001100000000 0000
10 000000111 000011000000 000011000000 0000
01 100100100 000000110000 000000110000 0000
01 010010010 000000001100 000000001100 0000
01 001001001 000000000011 000000000011 0000

and the first pair of parallel lines as:

00 000000000 101010101010 000000000000 1100
00 000000000 010101010101 000000000000 0011

and finally the last pair as:

00 000000000 000000000000 101010101010 1010
00 000000000 000000000000 010101010101 0101
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4.2 A generalization

This technique of adding sets of parallel lines that has just been developed is
so interesting that we will linger there for a moment. What we are concerned
with here is codes where the codewords share at most one node, that is,
d = 2(w − 1). We should be able to provide a non-geometric version of the
technique and prove that it works on all codes with this property, regardless
of how cumbersome it might be to visualize them geometrically (we may
well need more than two dimensions, for instance).

Theorem 4.3 If M > w and A(n, 2(w − 1), w) ≥ M , then

A(n + M(M − w), 2(M − 1), M) ≥ 2M − w.

Proof Let the original code be v1,v2, . . . ,vM . For 1 ≤ i ≤ M , let wi be
the vector equal to vi in its first n entries, with ones in entries n + (M −
w)(i− 1) + k for all 1 ≤ k ≤ M −w, and with zeroes in all other entries. It
is clear that any such vector has weight w + (M − w) = M . It is also clear
that no two vectors conicide in more than one node.

Next, for M + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2M −w, let wi be the vector with ones in entries
n + k(M − w) + (i −M) for all 0 ≤ k < M and zeroes in all other entries.
All these vectors have weight M , and they have no ones in common. It
remains to show only that there is only one intersection between each of the
first M vectors and each of the M − w new vectors. But of course, they
cannot coincide in any of the n first entries, and the construction allows for
only one intersection in the new entries. So this amended code is indeed a
constant weight code with the given parameters.

Now, this theorem can be used to find a whole range of new codes. We
can start off with any code (with M > w) in the leftmost column of [5] and
get a new, larger code. This code will not necessarily be optimal even if the
original code was, but sometimes we are lucky. The further improvements
on lower bounds that the theorem can give us are A(48, 14, 8) ≥ 13 from
A(8, 4, 3) = 8, A(54, 16, 9) ≥ 13 from A(18, 8, 5) = 9, and A(65, 18, 10) ≥ 14
from A(25, 10, 6) = 10.

Corollary In fact, the proof of theorem 4.3 works just as well with 2(w−1)
and 2(M −1) replaced by 2(w−κ) and 2(M −κ) respectively for any κ ≥ 1,
so that we can use any BCWC with M > w and obtain a new, larger code.

This corollary gives us immediately seven new lower bounds, and apply-
ing it again to one of these gives one more. However, it must be said that
these codes are all very far from Johnson’s upper bounds, which is only to
be expected, as we extend an economic code by very non-economic means.
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The new codes are listed in the last section. Just to give an example, here
is how we extend the lexicographic code A(28, 14, 10) = 11 to a new code
giving A(39, 16, 11) ≥ 12:

0000000000000000001111111111 10000000000
0000000000011111110000000111 01000000000
0000000111100001110000111000 00100000000
0000001011101110000111000000 00010000000
0000111100010000111011000000 00001000000
0011010000110011001100001000 00000100000
0011011100001100000000110001 00000010000
0101100011010100001000010010 00000001000
1010101101000001000100000110 00000000100
1100110010000010010100100001 00000000010
1101010001001000100001001100 00000000001

0000000000000000000000000000 11111111111
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5 New lower bounds

In this last section we will give a comprehensive table on the new lower
bounds on A(n, d, w) that have been achieved using the results of this thesis.
However, we will digress a little at first to present a number of lower bounds
given by new lexicographic codes or lexicodes (see [1], p. 1349), as one of
these will give rise to yet another application of the corollary to theorem
4.3.

5.1 Lexicodes of length 29–31

A fairly extensive search through n = 29, 30, 31 have yielded a number of
lexicodes that are better than the lower bounds in [5]. Finding new lexicodes
is of course only a matter of computing, and a näıve algorithm on a common
personal computer is sufficient for these lengths. As in [1], codewords are
given in hexadecimal (table 1).

The program used was written in Pascal and compiled with Free Pascal
Compiler 2.0.0, and the source code is enclosed in appendix A.

Table 1: New lexicographic BCWCs of length 29–31. In the instances
marked with equality, optimality follows from the second Johnson bound.

Lower bounds Codewords

A(30, 12, 8) ≥ 21 FF; 3F03; 3C30C; CCC30; F30C0; 7045C0; B0B014; D30821;
EC020A; 3140A44; 3211428; 3426012; 3888181; C142128;
C210A90; C485005; C828442; 30190112; 30260405; 30409260;
30806888

A(31, 12, 9) ≥ 43 1FF; 7E07; 38E38; 3F1C0; 1C0FC0; 1C7038; 1F8007; 649249;
652492; 664924; A894A4; A92909; AA4252; D09912; D12264;
D24489; 304A314; 3051862; 508A44A; 5091291; 610A8A1;
611150C; 7E00007; 940C2A2; 9421454; A80C84C; A821321;
B2E0088; C20C511; 15304A08; 1A302142; 1C4D4040; 2C830882;
30062461; 31482884; 31814130; 4D940420; 52488128; 5482201C;
6005428C; 613080D0; 642C1102; 6A440811

A(30, 14, 9) = 10 1FF; FE03; 1F060C; E31830; 16C60C0; 691A140; 1B020B80;
2D048430; 3620500C; 38D80003

A(30, 14, 10) ≥ 16 3FF; 1FC07; 1E1C38; 2EE1C0; F10EC0; 3433308; 370C031;
58D4212; AB41106; CC82521; D44884C; 138A0885; 1C10B290;
2E02448A; 30C29062; 31242624

A(31, 14, 10) ≥ 18 + 54134124; 58291049

A(30, 14, 11) ≥ 24 7FF; 3F80F; 1C78F0; 2F8F10; F07701; F380E2; 1CC912C;
335224C; 34D4483; 59A0A85; 65A211A; 6C0CC54; AA61099;
B02E3A0; C644A2A; D111D42; 15223434; 16099261; 1838C48C;
288E2446; 29C12831; 3194C212; 32601986; 340741C8

A(31, 14, 11) ≥ 27 + 596A0141; 62121E28; 6C085314

A(30, 14, 12) ≥ 29 FFF; 7F01F; 19F3E0; 6E3C61; B6CD82; F8561C; 1CB298C;
1D58A31; 31F0646; 360EA4A; 3A134B2; 53A80D9; 5C45166;
62D4938; 652A534; A551589; A8C98D4; ACA42A3; C836E50;
D303B05; 14698703; 14A4A2AC; 19189C2A; 2701CC85;
28A38165; 2E0A314A; 30523A92; 31146551; 392F5080

Continued on next page . . .
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A(31, 14, 12) ≥ 37 + 4C7108E2; 52829649; 56986806; 5940C394; 66640255;
68164A2C; 6DC02429; 7A31A018

A(30, 14, 13) ≥ 36 1FFF; FE03F; 17EFC0; E8F1C3; EB3E0C; 171D274; 17C25B8;
1B65C13; 2BC8A69; 2D711A5; 35A48CE; 3A3839A; 54E9B22;
5992955; 5C1CCA9; 62E94D4; 631792A; 6C26672; A646A95;
B0D3643; C3A4725; C94B28E; 1467054B; 1752B019; 18599C92;
188E5358; 1922A96C; 1BC4C506; 29AD08A6; 2E08AF18;
2F1081E3; 31187AA1; 3291461D; 3483D846; 37A460C8; 3CE01931

A(31, 14, 13) ≥ 47 + 530B4D30; 544D22E4; 5598146A; 59F202C1; 5A20D6A8;
6070AC27; 65427584; 6568421B; 681330F8; 6A7D4140; 72862B03

A(29, 16, 14) = 10 3FFF; 3FC03F; CFCFC0; 3F0F0C3; 7373704; BCB3838;
1C70DB18; 1CBC24E8; 1DC14527; 1F0688D5

A(31, 16, 14) ≥ 16 + 335C0372; 3689928E; 3A2A6E03; 63644CAC; 64D29474;
65196949

A(31, 16, 15) ≥ 17 7FFF; 7F807F; BFBF80; 7C3C387; 7CCDC38; F3364D8;
17742B61; 19D97846; 2BA61566; 33B8129B; 38C6E2E8;
3925CE15; 3C4AB513; 3E1199AC; 5A1E4CA3; 5C9C075C;
6629F262

A(30, 18, 12) = 5 FFF; 1FF007; 7E07038; 38E381C0; 3F1C0E00

A(31, 18, 14) = 6 3FFF; 7FC01F; 787C3E0; BF87C20; 7C07BC01; 7C7803C2

A(31, 18, 15) = 6 7FFF; FF803F; 71F8FC0; 1BE1F0C1; 6C6E7302; 6FB01C1C

5.2 Codes from various results presented in the thesis

Apart from the new lexicodes (but counting one code derived from one of
them), we have obtained nineteen lower bounds on A(n, d, w) better than
those given in [5] – not counting, of course, those that can be easily con-
structed from others by merely adding a number of zeroes or ones to all
codewords. At least five of these codes are exact, while some of them are
probably very far from exact. These lower bounds are given in table 2.

Table 2: Lower bounds from various results.

Lower bounds Construction

A(30, 12, 7) = 9 ([2]) The corollary to theorem 4.1 with v = 3 and µ = 3.

A(39, 14, 8) = 10 The remarks to theorem 4.2.
A(42, 14, 8) ≥ 11 Theorem 4.2 with v = 2 and µ = 4.
A(48, 14, 8) ≥ 13 Theorem 4.3 starting with A(8, 4, 3) = 8.

A(48, 16, 9) = 11 ([2]) Theorem 4.2 with v = 3 and µ = 3, and the second Johnson
bound.

A(51, 16, 9) = 12 ([2]) The corollary to theorem 4.1 with v = 3 and µ = 4.
A(54, 16, 9) ≥ 13 Theorem 4.3 starting with A(18, 8, 5) = 9.

A(40, 16, 10) ≥ 11 The corollary to theorem 4.3 starting with the new lexicode
A(30, 14, 9) = 10.

A(45, 16, 10) ≥ 12 The corollary to theorem 4.3 starting with A(25, 12, 8) = 10.
A(50, 16, 10) ≥ 13 The corollary to theorem 4.3 starting with A(20, 10, 7) = 10.
A(55, 16, 10) ≥ 14 The corollary to theorem 4.3 starting with A(15, 8, 6) = 10.

A(39, 16, 11) ≥ 12 The corollary to theorem 4.3 starting with A(28, 14, 10) = 11.

Continued on next page . . .
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A(58, 18, 10) = 12 ([2]) The corollary to theorem 4.1 with v = 4 and µ = 3.
A(65, 18, 10) ≥ 14 Theorem 4.3 starting with A(25, 10, 6) = 10.

A(51, 18, 11) ≥ 12 Applying the corollary to theorem 4.3 twice to the new lexi-
code A(30, 14, 9) = 10.

A(51, 18, 12) ≥ 13 Applying the corollary to theorem 4.3 twice to A(28, 14, 10) =
11.

A(67, 18, 12) ≥ 16 The corollary to theorem 4.3 starting with A(19, 10, 8) = 12.

A(53, 18, 13) ≥ 15 The corollary to theorem 4.3 starting with A(27, 14, 11) = 13.

A(45, 18, 15) ≥ 16 The corollary to theorem 4.3 starting with A(30, 16, 14) ≥ 15.
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A Source codes

// JOHNSON
// Pascal code, 2005, J.A.O. Ekberg
//
// Syntax: JOHNSON n d w
//
// Description: Computes J1(n,d,w) and J2(n,d,w), Johnson’s
// upper bounds on A(n,d,w) for binary constant weight
// codes.
//
// Compatibility: Tested with Free Pascal Compiler 2.0.0.

program Johnson;

uses
SysUtils;

// Computes n!
function fact(n: longword): longword;
begin
if n = 0 then
exit(1)

else
exit(n * fact(n - 1));

end;

// Computes a binomial coefficient
function nCr(n, r: longword): longword;
begin
exit(fact(n) div (fact(r) * fact(n - r)));

end;

// Returns the smallest of two integers
function min(a, b: longword): longword;
begin
if a <= b then
exit(a)

else
exit(b);

end;
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// Computes the first Johnson bound J1(n,d,w)
function J1(n, d, w: longword): longword;
begin
if odd(d) then
exit(J1(n, d + 1, w))

else if w > n div 2 then
exit(J1(n, d, n - w))

else if (d > 2*w) or (n = 1) or (w = 0) then
exit(1)

else if d = 2*w then
exit(n div w)

else if d = 2 then
exit(nCr(n, w))

else
exit(min((n * J1(n - 1, d, w - 1) div w),

(n * J1(n - 1, d, w)) div (n - w)));
end;

// Computes the second Johnson bound J2(n,d,w)
function J2(n, d, w: longword): longword;
var
M, a, b: longword;

begin
M := 0;
repeat
Inc(M);
a := (w*M) div n;
b := (w*M) mod n;

until (n - b)*a*(a - 1) + b*a*(a + 1)
> (w - (d + 1) div 2)*M*(M - 1);

exit(M - 1);
end;

begin
Writeln(’J1(’ + ParamStr(1) + ’,’ + ParamStr(2) + ’,’ +

ParamStr(3) + ’) = ’,
J1(StrToInt(ParamStr(1)), StrToInt(ParamStr(2)),

StrToInt(ParamStr(3))));
Writeln(’J2(’ + ParamStr(1) + ’,’ + ParamStr(2) + ’,’ +

ParamStr(3) + ’) = ’,
J2(StrToInt(ParamStr(1)), StrToInt(ParamStr(2)),

StrToInt(ParamStr(3))));
end.
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// LEXICODE
// Pascal code, 2005, J.A.O. Ekberg
//
// Syntax: LEXICODE n d w
//
// Description: Constructs the lexicographic code with
// length n, minimum distance d, and constant weight w.
// Outputs the entire code in hexadecimal as well as the
// lower bound on A(n,d,w) it produces.
//
// Compatibility: Tested with Free Pascal Compiler 2.0.0.

program Lexicode;

uses
SysUtils;

type
// Data type to store the code; each codeword consists of
// 32 bits packed in a longword
TCode = array of longword;

var
testword: longword; // Variable that goes through all

// vectors of the correct length
newCode: TCode;
n, d, w: byte;

// Converts a nonnegative integer to hexadecimal
function IntToHex(i: longword): string;
var
temp: longword;
s: string;

begin
s := ’’;
temp := i;
while temp > 0 do
begin
case temp mod 16 of
0..9: s := IntToStr(temp mod 16) + s;
10..15: s := Chr(temp mod 16 + 55) + s;

end;
temp := temp shr 4;
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end;
exit(s);

end;

// Computes the weight of a word
function wt(v: longword): byte;
var
count: byte;
temp: longword;

begin
count := 0;
temp := v;
while temp > 0 do
begin
if Odd(temp) then
Inc(count);

temp := temp shr 1;
end;

exit(count);
end;

// Computes the distance between two words
function dist(u, v: longword): byte;
begin
exit(wt(u xor v));

end;

// Computes the minimum distance between a word and a code
function distToCode(v: longword; code: TCode): byte;
var
i: byte;
temp: longword;

begin
temp := MaxLongword;
for i := 0 to Length(code) - 1 do
if dist(v, code[i]) < temp then
temp := dist(v, code[i]);

exit(temp);
end;
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// Terminates when too low distance encountered
function distToCodeAtLeast(v: longword; code: TCode;

min: byte): boolean;
var
i: byte;

begin
for i := 0 to Length(code) - 1 do
if dist(v, code[i]) < min then
exit(FALSE);

exit(TRUE);
end;

begin
n := StrToInt(ParamStr(1));
d := StrToInt(ParamStr(2));
w := StrToInt(ParamStr(3));
SetLength(newCode, 0);
for testword := 0 to 1 shl n - 1 do
// If weight and distance are good enough, add the word
// to the code and output it
if (wt(testword) = w) and ((Length(newCode) = 0) or

distToCodeAtLeast(testword, newCode, d)) then
begin
SetLength(newCode, Length(newCode) + 1);
newCode[Length(newCode) - 1] := testword;
Write(IntToHex(testword), ’; ’);

end;
Writeln;
Writeln;
Writeln(’Lexicode lower bound: A(’, n, ’,’, d, ’,’, w,

’) >= ’, Length(newCode));
end.
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